VHF and HF Radio Scripts
VHF Channel 71 Monday to Saturday at 7:30am
Good morning. Welcome to the Majuro Cruiser’s net on this ??? (day and date).
This is ??? on the vessel ???.
Is there any medical or emergency traffic?
Are there any new arrivals or imminent departures?
Social events: What’s happening in Majuro this week?
Does anyone know of any other events?
Does anybody have any information to share or need any information?
Does anybody have any treasures of the bilge, items they’d like to swap, sell, or give
away?
That concludes the net. Everybody have a great day. Bye-bye.
HF Frequency 6.224 every day of the week at 7:45am
Good morning. This is the Yokwe Net on 6.224. Today is (month/day/year). My
name is ??? on the sailing vessel ???. I am in Majuro, capital of the Marshall Islands.
Is there any medical or emergency traffic?
Are there any relays for emergency traffic?
Next we will look for any vessels underway. Any vessels underway, come now.
(Record name of boat and position. If it’s a new boat not heard of before attempt to get
name of boat, number of people on board , type of vessel and color, their destination
and ETA at that destination.)
Next we will ask for any vessels at anchor around the region that would like to check in
with the Yokwe net.
(Be clear on the yacht’s location and ask for a weather report.)
Are there any other vessels at anchor that would like to check in?
Now we’ll go to island stations. Are there any island stations that would like to check in?
If you’re listening to 6.224, this net is run by members of the Mieco Beach Yacht Club in
Majuro, the Marshall Islands. We come to you each day at 7:45am Marshall Islands
time.
One last call for anyone with anything for the Yokwe Net.
Nothing heard. Everyone stay safe out there and have a great day. Bye-bye.

